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MATI
Alexandra Zelman-Doring

As a strong wind blows, shipmen stand rooted, watching the 
crowd rough its way down the steep ramp. A gust of wind meets the 
loud blare of the ship motor—none of the passengers texts or calls 
as they search for family, friends, drivers waiting down on the pier.

Close by, around the bend, port fishermen count mon-
ey in their shops, talk business, baskets of fish like decora-
tions. We pass in Nikos’ car, driving slowly away from Raf-
ina, thinking it’s the last we’ll see of the sea on our trip to Greece.

“So, what do you think of our country?” Nikos asks, a smile 
washed across his face. I know this smile. He wore it when he told 
us he’s closed three businesses since 2007; driving is his fourth 
in a decade. Last time we rode with him, a passenger looking to 
open a restaurant in Athens asked Nikos to come on as a part-
ner. He smiled that same smile and said softly: “I’ll never do it. 
Too much headache. Having employees...taxes...you don’t sleep at 
night. Unless you run a business with family, it’s just not worth it.”

It seems to me that many Greeks must follow this think-
ing -  everywhere we went on the Cyclades islands, staying as we 
have at family run businesses, we experienced parents and children 
working together in a way I could never fathom in the U.S. The 
stresses of travel with a six-month-old baby were eased with the 
attention we received, the empathy transmitted through many ges-
tures—help with strollers, baby talk, sympathy with cranky outbreaks. 

On Andros, I saw people gather, evenings, in the old city of Chora’s 
town square. Children played soccer at that hour and families strolled 
in the light purple glow as the sun faded behind the mountains. Chora 
looked like an Elysian paradise.

“This is vacation time for us!” Nikos interrupts. “That’s why every-
one seems happy!”

He laughs, a hearty laugh that shakes the seat. He’s so tall his head 
skims the top of the car. His skin is a deep olive tan, his eyes bright 
green and youthful. 

We turn a corner, and a silence sets in about him. Has he received 
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news of a death via text? He stops the car.
“Can we double-check the address of your hotel, please?”
My husband and I exchange a glance - he knows that I’m prone to 

booking places without much research. But what could be wrong?  I’ve 
booked the Cabo Verde Hotel for its proximity to the airport. At the 
tail end of our trip, I’d figured we had better not bother with too much 
more transit. 

Nikos fishes in the glove compartment and pulls out a pair of 
bulky sunglasses; passing a small rectangular sign that reads “MATI,” 
he slides them on. We follow the arrow and the curve around back 
towards the sea.

The trees lie charred and tangled, like some underwater wreckage 
strewn to dry across the soil. 

A few meters away three tall trees stand guard by the skeleton of a 
house, its windows and doors vast and empty. These trees, too, look a 
dull brown, their foliage the same color as their trunks. Nikos stops the 
car. We sit experiencing the repetition of lost land, houses blown apart, 
acres of rubble, and not a soul moving through the wreckage. 

 “This is Mati,” whispers Nikos. “The village that burned...” He 
twists around to face us, his powerful arm wrapped gently around the 
headrest of his seat. “Shall I take you back to Athens?” 

The baby, for the past five minutes having sought attention through 
a quiet, endearing moan, breaks out into a full-voiced wail. It’s her nap 
time, she’s hungry, and I envision her screams going on and on as we 
make the trip to Athens and seek out a hotel, last minute. 

“Let’s go see…” I say. My husband nods. The baby cries louder 
as Nikos starts the car. I nurse her, and she calms down, but her eyes 
remain vigilant. 

We’re surprised to find the Cabo Verde intact: four floors of 
sleek white cement and a brick entranceway that leads down a few 
stairs to thick glass doors. A tall man stands hosing a small basil 
patch on a narrow strip of grass; he jumps elastically away to hold 
the doors open. Nikos helps with our luggage, then raises a quick 
hand in farewell, and disappears as though he were being pursued. 

That evening from the balcony, we watch the sea lapping against the 
neighboring land. Not a tree or a shrub remains there, but a stone house 
stands intact, though burnt around the edges. In the corner, a well for 
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water survives unharmed. After a long silence, an army truck rolls by. 
We imagine ourselves the only ones in the hotel. The desolation is 

palpable, almost surreal as the light changes into the deep orange glow 
of sundown and illuminates the razed plot next door. We take a walk to 
the seaside, where a cafe hosts an old couple smoking, and drinking one 
beer after the next. We drink a fresh squeezed orange juice looking out 
across the water at Evia—it feels like drinking champagne at an open 
casket funeral, and we get up and head back to our hotel for the night. 

The next morning at breakfast, nearly every table is occupied. I’m 
nursing my fifth cup of coffee, reading up on the Mati wildfires, and 
scribbling the first lines of a poem. My husband makes his way slowly 
back from the buffet. He has a slow, side to side walk just like his father’s—
he’s not too tall, blond, a Ukrainian clarinet player whose body language 
captures the rhythms of an old world. He leans in and in a knowing 
whisper interrupts: “go ahead, Alexandra. I’ll take care of the baby.” 

I make my rounds of the dining room, sitting with families and 
asking questions. A family from Russia and Israel have chosen the 
Cabo Verde for their vacation; they’re enjoying the reunion of grand-
parents and children, and have not left the hotel in five days. Var-
vara from Saint Petersburg sits alone as her boyfriend is sunburnt 
and resting. She’d planned her trip to Mati before the fire, over a 
month ago, and was well aware of what she’d find but eager for the 
adventure. She’s enjoying the clean beaches, the pool at the Cabo 
Verde, and the Greek food. Junior from L’ile relishes in the start of 
a ten-day visit at the Cabo Verde. He tells me he didn’t know what 
had happened here—somehow he failed to associate the fires he 
read about with the hotel he had booked—and was very surprised 
when he first arrived but is prepared to enjoy his time. The people 
at the hotel are very nice, he tells me, and there’s a free bus to Rafina. 

I talk to Despina, the hotel manager—an elegantly dressed wom-
an who attends to everything at once. She helps with breakfast, deals 
with accounts behind the reception, answers the phone. I learn that 
she is more than hotel manager; she owns the hotel along with her 
sons, husband, and daughters-in-law. “I want to hear the story of what 
happened here, first hand,” I say. I’m afraid she’ll ask why, but she 
smiles. “Speak to my son, George,” she says. “He speaks good English.”

I find George on the patio. He’s tall, with a shaved head and an 
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energetic gait. He flies from the espresso machine to watering the 
plants and in and out of the kitchen, seeming able to be all places at 
once.  I realize later that he had first opened the door for me when 
we arrived. We sit down to speak across a table. “I’m a writer,” I state, 
as though coming clean. “I want to hear your story.”  “Alexandra,” he 
replies, with a familiarity that makes me feel we’ve known each other 
all our lives. I take in the gentleness of his eyes: large and vulnera-
ble, with dark long lashes that seem hardly to blink. “I will tell you 
everything.” A sallow cat with patches of missing slinks around my 
feet. In the distance I hear our baby fussing. “Please,” I say, settling in.

THE CABO VERDE

“Mati,” in Greek, means “eye”—people think the village was perhaps 
named this after the eye-shapes the strong north wind carved into the 
sea. The Pappas family has deep roots in Mati. The village lies only 
twenty-five kilometers from Syntagma square at the center of Athens; 
George’s grandfather moved from the center and settled in Mati in the 
fifties. He liked it for its quiet, proximity to the sea, great views, rich 
soil and clean water. As a child, George begged his parents for just a 
few hours’ visit. His memories of Mati are of eating delicious souvlaki, 
cycling, swimming, of close friendships and first love. 

For thirty-five years, the Cabo Verde stood as mere columns and 
cement. George’s grandfather owned it along with a hotel licence. 
He hoped one day his grandchildren would make use of it. After 
earning a degree in Engineering in England, a Master’s in manufac-
turing, and a PHD in financial mathematics, George made a very 
good salary as an actuary before returning to Greece to serve his 
mandatory 12-month military term and opening the Cabo Verde.

George and his family opened the hotel because they could see the 
crisis coming. “We knew that at some point there would be a crisis. 
It’s not logical for everyone to have four cars, three houses, unlimit-
ed money,” he told me. The family turned to tourism in the hopes of 
bringing money into Greece, giving jobs to people in the area, and 
having something of their own that would last. Never could George 
have imagined that he would learn how to operate the bathroom, fix 
electric wiring, clean the swimming pool, plant the garden, cook, clean, 
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do the plumbing. “But this is what having a successful family business 
means in Greece,” he explains. “Hands-on labor, total engagement.”

THE DAY OF THE FIRE

George usually wakes up at eight, but on July 24th, he sleeps deep-
ly until nine. Dressed in short sleeves, Bermuda shorts and sneak-
ers, he steps out onto the patio. “The weather man must be cra-
zy,” he thinks. It’s a beautiful day with clear skies. “No wind at all!”

On the deck of the Cabo Verde guests go for an early swim, 
drink cocktails and coffee, sunbathe. George turns on light music, 
makes espressos, tends to the plants. At noon the wind can be felt 
picking up ever so slightly, and by three the plastic lid of the cof-
fee grinder flies violently off. He closes the umbrellas by the pool.

By 3:30 everyone can see the smoke on the mountain. Some 
guests get nervous, but George explains that the fire is four kilo-
meters away on Mount Penteli. “Every year these fires light up on 
that mountain.” Some locals arrive and confirm this. The young 
man, his girlfriend and a friend sit at a table by the sea and order a 
coffee. The local community frequents the Cabo Verde, George ex-
plains. They come for swimming, food, company. “Hopefully the 
fire won’t get us!” George jokes with them. Everybody laughs.

Around 4:30 the smell of smoke permeates the premises. By 5:30 
it has become painful to breathe; the burning pine wood feels piercing 
to the nostrils. The fire on the mountain looks darker and more dense. 

Still, everyone lounges around the pool having drinks and relax-
ing. “We were used to it,” says George. Every year, dozens of fires hap-
pen in Greece, and Mati goes unaffected. But this assumption he now 
regards as a terrible mistake. “Our biggest mistake was that we didn’t 
pay attention to the wind.”

At 6:00, George climbs the four flights to the roof of his hotel. 
From there he can see the now deep orange sun sitting in a corner 
of the sky, to the right of the mountain. He can see the smoke and 
wind all too clearly: it looks as though someone were blowing the thick 
black smoke straight towards Mati. George thinks to himself: “I hope 
God changes the winds. Let the wind blow towards what has already 
burned!” He believes in God, but not that if you ask God for some-
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thing it will happen. Still, he can’t help asking.  In the back of his mind 
he thinks: “The fire won’t come here. It never came in forty years--why 
now?”As soon as he descends the stairs back to the main level of the 
hotel, the phone rings. It’s George’s friend, a local police officer who 
works not away.

“Listen up, George. I can’t talk—no time. The fire has jumped 
Marathonos Avenue. Get ready!”

Marathonos Avenue lies some five blocks away from the Cabo 
Verde. After informing the personnel at the pool bar and his mother at 
the reception that the fire is on its way, George takes four large fire ex-
tinguishers and positions them outside the main entrance. He undoes 
the hose that he uses for watering the plants and drags it outside the 
front doors. At 6:20, following a plea from his wife Maria, he moves the 
cars with lightning speed to the car park down the road.

Around 6:30, people run past the hotel towards the small har-
bor. Others pass by with cars. A woman with her sister and three-
month-old baby comes to the doors of the Cabo Verde. George wel-
comes them in. Daniella, who works at the pool bar, approaches. “Mr. 
George, my feet are shaking. Could you please move my car also?” On 
his way back from parking Daniella’s car, George stops to watch the 
first flames take the land next door. The flames take this land from the 
ground up, starting small, then rising into the pines with great speed.

The glass doors fly open so hard they all but hit the wall and shat-
ter. George rushes inside to hold them closed—he has at the forefront 
of his mind the idea that he is now responsible for the nearly seven-
ty people inside his hotel.  At the rear of the lobby, guests and locals 
join to mimic his action, holding the back doors shut against the wind 
and heat. Others stand holding moist towels over their faces. Maria, 
George’s wife, and Despina, his mother, work to keep people calm. 

George stands holding the glass doors closed by the handles, 
but his strength doesn’t stop the wind from pushing back. Next 
door he can see the trees all ablaze, their pine needles bursting in 
swift fireballs out into the air. In perhaps fifteen seconds, over thir-
ty trees burn down. George’s father stands next to him watching 
fireballs fly. “Dad,” George says, “today we’re going to burn alive.” 
His father doesn’t reply. And George doesn’t turn to see his fa-
ther’s expression. He’s already carefully considering his next moves.
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With his feet, face and head burning as if he were kneeling at an 
open oven, he takes the hose and starts putting out small fires on the 
patio, fires on the flowers and the trees, on the chairs and the umbrellas. 
He does it mechanically, moving from fire to fire. He puts out the fire 
on top of the pool bar where a few hours ago he was making espresso.

Then, he goes outside—again—this time with a fire extinguisher.
“I will never forget that scene: Quiet. Very quiet, as in the aftermath 

of an explosion, or a car accident where no one lives. Just the peaceful 
sound of wood burning—nothing else.” He turns to face the line of 
cars outside the Cabo Verde, now a row of aluminium skeletons. Two 
cars stand with open doors in the middle of the road. still smoldering.

George takes his phone and for the first time in his life, he makes 
a small video. “I’m very surprised at how I did it. I don’t know why. 
What’s the purpose? I just thought: I will be the same as the others. Just 
another idiot recording hell.”

After filming a short clip, George moves (holding his hand in front 
of his face for fear of an explosion) towards where he has spotted a 
round object. What kind of wood is that? is his first thought. What kind 
of tree? Olive? We don’t have olive trees here...He goes very close, and 
then he sees the teeth. If there is a skull here...there must be many more, 
he thinks. And he is right.

The phone rings off the hook. Calls from Athens, from cities in the 
north of Greece, from America, Canada, Australia, Germany, France, 
England….old guests, friends, but George doesn’t pick up. He thinks 
if he answers, his ear might explode.

Instead he stands outside putting out many more small fires until he 
hears his father calling him to put out the fire on the tamarix tree near 
the car park: “If you don’t come now, the whole building will light up!”

The tamarix grows only near the sea, and by the time George arrives 
with the fire extinguisher it has split in half down the trunk. The fire 
eats away deep at its root. He concentrates the water flow down, target-
ing the smoldering wood. As soon as it seems to go out, George looks up 
and sees that flames have travelled into the high branches and are eating 
away at the dull green foliage. Half an hour later the fire is still not out. 
But George persists, knowing their cars, the biological sewage cleaning 
system (Mati has no modern sewers), gas, petrol, wooden roofs--are all 
nearby.  If this tree catches fire, much of what has been spared will burn.
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Standing by the tamarix for over half an hour, George has time 
to think for the first time. Where the hell is everyone? He’s alone, he’s 
been alone, and until half an hour later when the police arrive, he will 
continue to be alone fighting the fires outside his hotel.

“Your shoes are burnt,” George says, in an empty voice, to the first 
police officer he sees.

Then—mechanically—George hoses down the officers who feel 
they’re burning up.

Twenty minutes later, the first ambulances arrive.
That night, with no power, George’s family continues to host 

the sixty-eight people in the hotel. The young baby survived un-
scathed inside the Cabo Verde. Hungry people arrive now, and 
George’s wife goes to the kitchen and does what she can with no 
lights: some sandwiches, Greek salads. People sleep in the lobby and 
restaurant area, afraid the fires might return. George stays awake, 
pacing up and down outside, making sure something doesn’t light 
up again. “If you sleep now and something catches again, you will 
lose everything.” Again that night he finds himself absolutely alone.

The next morning he returns to where he saw the skull.  “I thought, 
she’s nothing but a skull, if someone comes asking about a dead per-
son on this corner, at least I’ll have something to show them.” He finds 
a set of keys, a purse, a mobile phone. He takes some photos. If they see 
the house keys and the mobile phone and purse maybe they can say: 
that was my mother, sister, grandmother….”

AFTERMATH:

One of the first things George’s neighbors in Mati cut when the 
crisis struck back in 2007 was insurance. 1.5 million cars remained un-
insured. Fire and earthquake insurance costs one euro per 120 square 
meters, so about 120 euros per year, but with things so bad for many, 
that one more bill seemed impossible. Now, relying on the govern-
ment for help, many houses will not be rebuilt: anything built without 
an official licence is considered outside of the state’s architectural plan. 
Many houses had been paying a tax to legitimize their status, and these 
are still not being considered part of the architectural plan. But with 
elections coming up in May, George predicts the government will do 
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everything to fast-track, rebuild quickly if not thoroughly, make Mati 
appear reborn in no time. Luckily, the Cabo Verde was covered by a 
private insurance and it has already, some twenty days later, covered 
the repair of the damaged furniture and patio.

That Mati itself is not quite considered part of the “architectur-
al plan” can be verified by the fact that it exists with no sewage sys-
tem—instead, the villagers use big trucks to suck out dirty water. The 
material used to build houses is alsoa factor in which houses stand, 
and which burn down: the house that remained standing in the plot 
just beside the Cabo Verde was built thirty or forty years ago with big 
stones. Its plumbing and water-drainage system burned because they 
were plastic, but the house remains intact. By contrast, a house built 
four months ago out of flimsier materials burned down completely. 

George estimates that twenty of his friends died. Most of the peo-
ple he knew personally had lived in Mati for thirty years. They knew 
every little road in the village intimately, and still they died. Perhaps 
they were not informed that the fire was coming, perhaps the smoke 
was so intense they lost their way. Perhaps both are true.

Sofia the grey Cabo Verde cat, was found seven kilometers away. 
She returned afraid of noise, afraid of people, eating very little. 

The Pappas family hopes that people will visit Mati to help the 
community as much as they can.

When George gets up from the table, I stay staring across the water 
at Evia. The island rises in the sea like a gentle vision, long and ancient. 
There, too, fires happen every year. But the number of lives lost in Mati 
surpasses even the roughest fires in other parts of Greece:  ninety-sev-
en dead and still more missing.

I walk about the hotel until I find my husband and child visiting 
a hairdresser who has a small salon on the ground floor. She’s in her 
fifties, dressed in an elegant black dress, her short hair perfectly curled 
and tucked behind her ears. The doors to her salon are propped wide 
open. She quietly mops the floor. She’s lost most of her clients. My hus-
band stands holding the baby—as she stares into the child’s face and 
smiles, the woman seems consciously to align herself with the future. 

Across the road three boys trot their way atop a graveyard of trees. 
They seem to share a camaraderie, and one feels that Mati is their 
home. The youngest of them carries a plastic water bottle and every so 
often, with a dramatic sweep of his arm, pours water onto the scorched 
pines below. 
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